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Abstract 

During the life period of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in incubators they need some training programs 

to acquire the required knowledge in order to survive and succeed in the business environment. This paper 

presents a heuristic method based on an optimization model to schedule these programs at the most suitable 

times. Based on the proposed heuristic, each training program is implemented in a suitable time by considering 

the SMEs’ requirements and some other logical constraints. The proposed heuristic is described in detail, and its 

implementation is demonstrated via a real-life numerical example. The numerical results of the heuristic are 

compared with other methods.  
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1. Introduction 

Incubators have become an integral part of business in many countries, and governors regard them as a 

crucial tool in the economic development. The role of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is not 

negligible in the boom of every economy, and incubators are one of most effective environments to 

support SMEs to develop their innovations, commercialize their research results, and achieve a 

sustainable growth. This support ranges from providing office space and physical equipments with low 

cost to assistance in developing business plan, capital acquisition, and other specialized services with 

high added-value (Bergek and Norman, 2008; Grimaldi and Grandi, 2005). The life period of SMEs in 

an incubator usually takes 24-36 months. After this incubating period, they are expected to become 

independent with a sustainable development in their business. The early years of the life of SMEs in 

incubators have been the focus of considerable research effort. Specially, identification of the 

important factors and conditions that expedite their growth process and success has attracted much 

attention from the research community. Today’s competitive world has diversified the required skills 
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and knowledge to succeed in business. Whereas universities usually provide the preliminary skills 

from the theoretical point of view, incubators are specialized environments to support SMEs’ leaders 

by providing other necessary skills and knowledge. Consequently, there exists a gap between the 

required knowledge and the possessed knowledge by entrepreneurs (Chrisman and McMullen, 2004). 

The knowledge and skills of SMEs’ leaders is very important to increase their performance, 

competitiveness, and survival chance in the business environment, and it has been argued that SMEs’ 

failures are typically due to the lack of such managerial skills (Feeser and Willard, 1990; Martocchio 

and Baldwin, 1997; Zahra and Covin, 1993). For any SME to be, and to remain, successful over a long 

period of time there must be the capability to adapt to new circumstances, especially in the early years 

of life in an incubator. During the past decade, SMEs have been encouraged to utilize the services of 

knowledge centers. In spite of these efforts there are still some questions about the nature and the 

extent of SMEs’ knowledge requirements and the efficient ways to transfer this knowledge. However, 

there is a common agreement on the necessity of continuous training to update and enhance the 

required skills of employees, and even leaders, in all organizations including SMEs (Salas and 

Cannon-Bowers, 2001). Implementation of the training programs for SMEs is one of the main duties 

of incubators (Aaboen, 2009), but it is not a trivial task to choose the right training programs at the 

right times (Banfield et al., 1996). Our literature survey failed to find many papers directly related to 

schedule training programs for SMEs. The most relevant research area in the literature is course 

scheduling, which has attracted the attention of many researchers in the domain of operational 

research for many years. Course scheduling problems aim to determine which courses should be 

taught on which days, on what times, and in which rooms, subject to some side constraints 

(Thompson, 2005). There exist many papers related to the course scheduling problem, and each paper 

focuses on some specific aspects of this problem. However, the majority of the existing papers have 

been devoted to course scheduling at universities, where professors are assigned to courses and 

courses are assigned to time slots and classrooms. Different objective functions might be considered 

such as conflict in teaching hours, professors’ preferences, and continuity of teaching hours. Usually, 

two types of constraints are defined: those which must be strictly satisfied under any circumstances 

(hard constraints) and those which are not necessarily satisfied but whose violations should be 

minimized (soft constraints). Any solution which satisfies all the hard constraints is called 

a feasible solution. Due to the complexity of the real-world course scheduling problem, the soft 

constraints may need to be relaxed since it is not usually possible to generate solutions without 

violating some of them. Soft constraints are usually used within the cost evaluation function to 

evaluate how good the solutions are (Lu and Hao, 2010). Some exact techniques have been proposed 

for solving the course scheduling problem, including constraint programming (Valouxis and 

Efthymois, 2003) and integer programming (Daskalaki and Birbas, 2005). Course scheduling problem 

is known as an NP-Complete problem. Since NP-Complete problems cannot be solved efficiently as 

the size of the problem increases (Head and Shaban, 2007) heuristic approaches (Dimopoulou and 
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Miliotis, 2001) as well as meta-heuristics such as ant colony optimization (Azimi, 2005), genetic 

algorithms (Wang, 2003), tabu search (Alvarez-Valdes et al., 2002), and simulated annealing (Zhang 

et al., 2010) have been extensively applied by researchers to find a near-optimal solution. Although 

various course scheduling problems and approaches have been investigated in the literature, no 

specific one can be applied universally due to the specific features of each problem. Some recent 

works focus to bridge the gap between research and the real world applications (Zhang et al., 2010). In 

practice, course scheduling is not restricted to universities; many organizations use course scheduling 

techniques to schedule the required training programs for their employees. These training programs 

are crucial elements of human resource development in order to follow a sustainable development. 

They increase the quality of human resources as well as the organizational long term efficiency and 

productivity. The impact of training programs can be significantly enhanced if they are appropriately 

scheduled (Juang et al., 2007). Studies conducted in 2006 show that in this year, organizations in the 

United States spent a total of $55.8 billion on training. However, in spite of such enormous investment 

in training, there was little evidence of verifiable return or of the effective results (Tharenou et al., 

2007). In view of the experts, the main reason of this failure is the lack of needs assessment before 

implementing the training programs or inappropriate times to implement them. So, both careful needs 

assessment and in-time implementation of training programs are necessary to increase the efficiency of 

the training programs. In other words, the training programs should be implemented not only with a 

high quality, but also at a suitable time and based on needs assessment. This paper proposes a heuristic 

method based on an optimization model to specify the most suitable time for implementation of each 

training program. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The optimization model to 

schedule training programs is presented in Section 2. Then, in Section 3 the proposed heuristic method 

to find a solution close to the optimal solution of the optimization model is discussed in detail. Section 

4 explains an equivalent job scheduling problem in order to show that the application of our problem 

is not merely restricted to SMEs. A real-life numerical example is provided in Section 5 to 

demonstrate implementation as well as efficiency of the proposed heuristic. Finally, conclusions and 

future studies appear in Section 6. 

 

2. Problem statement 

The first two or three years of the life of some SMEs is spent in incubators. During this preliminary, 

and yet vital, period their basic needs should be recognized and supplied by the incubator. In fact, 

identification and supply of these basic needs is one of the main responsibilities of incubators. The 

basic requirements of SMEs can be divided into two main parts: hard needs and soft needs. Basic hard 

needs of SMEs are mostly associated with preparation of different hardware facilities, whereas their 

basic soft needs consist of the required knowledge to survive and to succeed in the business 

environment. One of the main duties of incubators is preparation of such knowledge for SMEs.  
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2.1. The training programs  

Training programs are the most common tools in incubators to provide the required knowledge for 

SMEs. They are effective to enhance personal and organizational capabilities of SMEs in different 

facets. Indeed, a considerable portion of the required knowledge is provided by training programs. 

They can also be accompanied by other educational tools, as is common, to supply soft needs. In this 

paper, we consider the following programs which are usually implemented in incubators (Saidi-

mehrabad et al., 2008): 1) managerial principles, 2) business plan, 3) quality management, 4) 

marketing, 5) product development, 6) capital acquisition, 7) project control and management, and 8) 

financial management.  One can combine some of the above mentioned programs or add some other 

programs. Here, we do not discuss further about the training programs for two reasons. First, a lot of 

research has been devoted to determine the appropriate training programs. Second, the proposed 

heuristic in this paper is independent of the number and the nature of the training programs; so, it can 

also be used in incubators with different training programs.  

 

2.2. The effective criteria 

The key point is that each training program should be implemented at the most suitable time. To this 

end, it is a good idea to consider the desired value of the criteria based on which performance of an 

SME is evaluated. According to the experts' opinions (Saidi-mehrabad et al., 2008), the most 

important criteria to evaluate SMEs are: 1) capabilities of managers, 2) strategic plan, 3) process 

development, 4) product development, 5) information and advertisement, 6) plan for capital 

acquisition, 7) scheduling and project control, 8) team working, and 9) costs management. Similarly, 

because of the two aforementioned reasons about the training programs, we avoid further discussion 

about the effective criteria to evaluate SMEs. The above criteria have dynamic weights during the life 

period of SMEs in incubators. For instance, Information and advertisement as a criterion is not 

important in the early months, but it is much more important in the last months. So, a weight function 

depending on the time, t, can be assigned to each criterion. In addition, there is a correlation between 

each criterion and each training program. Some of the criteria have a very close relation with a specific 

training program. However, generally, there is not a one-to-one map between the criteria and the 

training programs. Indeed, each training program p can improve each criterion c to some extent, and 

the proposed heuristic is based on this sound idea. For example, the most effective training program to 

enhance criterion information and advertisement is marketing; so, the training program marketing 

should be implemented before the last months regarding the desired value of information and 

advertisement.  
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2.3. The optimization model 

Here, we briefly illustrate the construction of the optimization model to schedule training programs by 

minimizing the sum of the weighted undesirable gaps between the obtained value and the desired 

value of each criterion. The main decision variables are the start time of each training program which 

can be determined through an optimization model. In order to construct our model we consider two 

facets of the problem. On the one hand, each SME is expected to fulfill each criterion to some extent, 

and the desired value of each criterion depends on the time. On the other hand, the obtained values of 

these criteria increase as the training programs are implemented. So, we can calculate the gap between 

the desired value of each criterion and its obtained value. Clearly, the start time of each training 

program directly influences these gaps. We define the objective function as the sum of these weighted 

undesirable gaps. The gap is undesirable whenever the desired value is greater than the obtained value. 

The optimization problem should find the best start time of each training program such that the 

undesirable gaps are minimized. At first glance, it seems that we can implement all training programs 

from the first month; so, we can increase the obtained values of all criteria and consequently decrease 

the undesirable gaps. However, we should notice that in reality both incubators and SMEs have time 

constraints. This implies that they cannot simultaneously implement all training programs. In other 

words, neither it is possible for an incubator to simultaneously implement eight training programs nor 

is it possible for an SME to attend simultaneously eight training programs. We should bear in mind 

that the main concern of SMEs is to establish and to advance their businesses rather than to participate 

in the training programs. They have to spend much time on their own business. Similarly, incubators 

are environments to help SMEs to succeed in the business rather than a college for education. 

Therefore, in the optimization model, we assume that at most two training programs can 

simultaneously be implemented. Throughout this paper we use index c for criteria, indices p and q for 

training programs, and index t for time. The ranges of these indices are:   

Cc ,...,2,1=  

Pqp ,...,2,1, =  

)0format  continuous(in    ,...,2,1 TtTt ≤<= . 

 

The parameters and decision variables we need to construct the optimization model are presented in 

Table 1. 
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 Table 1. Parameters and decision variables of the optimization model. 

Parameters Decision variables 

)(tyc : the desired (target) value of criterion c at time t. 

0
ct : the first instant from which criterion c has a positive 

desired value. 

max
ct : the first instant at which criterion c meets its 

maximum desired value.  

10 ≤≤ pca : the percentage of fulfillment of criterion c 

after training program p is completely implemented. 

)(twc : the weight of criterion c at time t.  

pd : the duration of training program p (month). 

px : the start time of implementation of 

training program p. 

)(tyc : the obtained value of criterion c 

by time t. 

)(typc : the contribution of training 

program p to criterion c by time t. 

)(tgc : the undesirable gap of criterion c 

at time t. 

 

 

The values of parameters 0
ct , max

ct , pca , )(twc , and pd are determined based on the experts’ opinions, 

and for each criterion c, )(tyc  is considered as a non-decreasing function of time t. The main decision 

variables are px ’s. The maximum value for each criterion is considered equal to 1, i.e., 

1)(}0    )(max{ max ==≤< ccc tyTtty                                                                                                       (1) 

 

For the sake of simplicity, as indicated in Fig. 1, a linear function is considered to show the growth of 

the desired value for each criterion, i.e.,  

0max

0

)(
cc

c
c tt

tt
ty

−
−=                                                                                                                                       (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The desired value of criterion c at time t. 

 

Another assumption is that each training program p improves criterion c independent of other training 

programs, and the equation 1
1

=∑
=

P

p
pca  does not need to hold. Now, we describe the construction of the 

)(tyc  

max
ct  

0
ct

t 

1 

T 
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optimization model. Suppose that in the time interval ],[ ppp dxx +  only training program p is 

implemented; so we have, 

pcpcppc axydxy +=+ )()(                                                                                                                      (3) 

 

The gaps for which )()( tyty cc >  are undesirable because it means that the obtained value of criterion 

c is less than its desired value. Fig. 2 shows the undesirable gaps of criterion c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The undesirable gaps for criterion c. 

 

Mathematically, by considering the training programs implemented until time t, the undesirable gap 

between )(tyc  and )(tyc  can be defined as, 

)}()(,0max{)( tytytg ccc −=                                                                                                                  (4) 

where, 

)()(
1

tyty
P

p
pcc ∑

=

=                                                                                                                                      (5) 

and 













+≥

+<≤
−

<

=

pppc

ppp

p

p

pc

p

pc

dxta

dxtx
d

xt
a

xt

ty

                        

    )(

                           0

)(                                                                                                  (6) 

 

Eq. (5) is valid due to the assumption that each training program p improves criterion c independent of 

other training programs. Eq. (6) shows that the contribution of training program p to improve criterion 

c starts from time px , and grows linearly until time pp dx + , and after that it remains at the level of its 

maximum possible contribution pca . The objective function in the optimization model is the 

minimization of these weighted undesirable gaps, i.e., 

)(),( tyty cc  

)(tyc  

1 )(tyc  

pp dx +  px  0
ct  

t 

pca  

T max
ct  
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dttgtw
T C

c
cc∫ ∑

=
0

1

 )()(   min                                                                                                                         (7) 

 

The weight functions are determined in such a way that, 

Tttw
C

c
c ≤<=∑

=

0     1)(
1

                                                                                                                          (8) 

 

To model the real constraint that at most two training programs can be implemented at each time t  we 

define binary variables }1,0{)( ∈tup . By defining the constraints, 



 +<≤

=
otherwise    0

  if    1
)( p pp

p

dxtx
tu                                                                                                               (9) 

2)(
1

≤∑
=

P

p
p tu                                                                                                                                           (10) 

we guarantee that this assumption holds. If we neglect the assumption of simultaneously implementing 

at most two programs then all training programs will start from the beginning of the first month in 

order to minimize the undesirable gaps. Note that if program p is being implemented at time t then we 

must have ppp dxtx +<≤  which consequently means 1)( =tup . The optimization problem can be 

summarized as follows: 

..

 )()(   min
0

1

ts

dttgtw
T C

c
cc∫ ∑

=  

TtCc
tt

tt
ty

cc

c
c ≤<=

−
−= 0    ,...,2,1    )(

0max

0

 

TtPpCc

dxta

dxtx
d

xt
a

xt

ty

pppc

ppp

p

p

pc

p

pc ≤<==













+≥

+<≤
−

<

= 0    ,...,2,1    ,...,2,1      

                        

    )(

                           0

)(  

TtCctyty
P

p
pcc ≤<==∑

=

0    ,...,2,1    )()(
1

 

TtCctytytg ccc ≤<=−= 0    ,...,2,1    )}()(,0max{)(  

TtPp
dxtx

tu ppp
p ≤<=



 +<≤

= 0    ,...,2,1      
otherwise    0

  if    1
)(  

Tttu
P

p
p ≤<≤∑

=

0    2)(
1

 

TtPptup ≤<=∈ 0    ,...,2,1    }1,0{)(  
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3. The proposed heuristic algorithm 

There are two important weaknesses in the optimization model formulated in Section 2. First, the 

parameter t, time, is a continuous parameter. We might be able to solve the existing integral in the 

objective function, but there are many constraints which must hold for all continuous values of t and 

this is not a trivial, if not impossible, task from the mathematical point of view. In order to resolve this 

problem we discretize the parameter t. The second weakness is attributed to the existence of some 

conditional constraints. In order to transform conditional constraints (4), (6), and (9) into 

unconditional constraints we have to use many binary variables, that consequently increase the 

complexity of the problem from the computational point of view. Indeed, even by discretization of 

time, the formulated optimization model is a nonlinear mixed integer programming problem. It implies 

that this problem falls in one of the most difficult categories of optimization problems. Actually, the 

formulated problem is NP-Complete; we give a formal proof of its NP-Completeness in Section 3.2. 

To resolve the second weakness a heuristic algorithm is proposed. Indeed, NP-Completeness of the 

formulated problem justifies the necessity of developing a heuristic algorithm.  

 

3.1. Discretization of time 

The undesirable gaps can be estimated by discretizing t and considering time intervals as depicted in 

Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The estimation of the undesirable gaps for criterion c by discrete intervals. 

 

Therefore, the objective function can be rewritten as, 

∑∑
= =

C

c

T

t
cc tgtw

1 1

)()(   min                                                                                                                           (11) 

which indicates an estimation of the weighted undesirable gaps. 

 

max
ct  

)(),( tyty cc  

)(tyc  

)(tyc  

pp dx +  px  0
ct  

t 

pca  

T 

1 
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Similarly, instead of constructing continuous functions, )(twc ’s can be determined by using a pairwise 

comparison matrix between criteria at each discrete time t, in that they are required only in discrete 

times Tt ,...,2,1= . So, at each discrete time t we can calculate a vector ))(),...,(),(()( 21 twtwtwtW C= . 

According to Fig. 3, the desired value of criterion c at time t is estimated as, 













=

−=
−

−+
−=

=

Ttt

ttt
tt

tt

tt

ty

c

cc

cc

c

c

c

,...,                    1

1,...,   
5.0

1,...,2,1                   0

)(

max

max0

0max

0

0

                                                                                                  (12) 

 

The modifier 0.5 in Eq. (12) implies that after discretization of )(tyc  we consider the height of the 

middle point of each interval as the height of the corresponding interval (see Fig. 3). Similarly, given 

that program p starts from month px , we can estimate )(typc ’s as, 













+=

−+=
−+

−=

=

Tdxta

dxxt
d

xt
a

xt

xty

pppc

ppp

p

p

pc

p

ppc

,...,                        

1,...,    )
5.0

(

1,...,2,1                           0

)|)((                                                                         (13) 

 

3.2. The NP-Completeness of the problem 

The theory of NP-Completeness is only applied to decision problems. In a decision problem, we first 

state some problem by describing a generic instance of it. Then, a question is posed for which there are 

only two possible answers: yes or no. If a problem is NP-Complete then it is widely believed that the 

required time to answer the question by any existing algorithm increases faster than a polynomial 

function of the size of the instance.  

The most common way to prove that a problem is NP-Complete is to consider some already known 

NP-Complete problem and to show that it can be transformed in polynomial time to our problem 

(Garey and Johnson, 1979).  

 

Theorem:  

The problem stated in Section 2.3 with discrete time is NP-Complete. 

 

Proof:  

We consider the multiprocessor scheduling problem as the already known NP-Complete problem 

(Garey and Johnson, 1979) which is defined as follows. 

Generic instance: A set P of jobs, two parallel machines, duration time +∈ Zd p  for each Pp∈ , and 

a deadline +∈ ZK . 
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Question: Is there a schedule for P that meets the overall deadline K? 

We show that any generic instance of the multiprocessor scheduling problem can be transformed to an 

equivalent specific instance of our problem such that the answer to our decision problem is yes (no) if 

and only if the answer to the multiprocessor scheduling decision problem is yes (no). We define the 

specific instance of our decision problem as follows. 

Specific instance: The problem stated in Section 2.3 with discrete time, +∈ Zd p  for each Pp∈ , 

ε−+= 10 Ktc  for each Cc∈  where ε  is a sufficiently small number, 1max += Ktc  for each Cc∈ , 

P
apc

1=  for each CcPp ∈∈ , , and arbitrary values for cw 's. We denote the total weighted 

undesirable gaps by TotalG . 

Question: Is there a schedule for training programs with 0=TotalG ? 

If the answer to our decision problem is yes then all programs must have been completely 

implemented by the end of month K. This conclusion is based on the characteristics of our specific 

instance about pca . Indeed, in month K+1 we need the highest desired value, which is 1, for all 

criteria. If any program is not completed by the end of month K then we absolutely face an undesirable 

gap for all criteria because: 

1) all programs have positive contributions on all criteria, 0>pca , CcPp ∈∈∀ , , 

2) the desired value for all criteria in month K+1 is 1, 

3) the obtained value for each criterion is 1 if and only if all programs have been completely 

implemented (this is due to the fact that 1
1

=∑
=

P

p
pca  for each Cc∈  and it does not exceed 1).    

Therefore, if the answer to our decision problem is yes it implies that all programs have been 

completely implemented by the end of month K. Since at most two programs are implemented at each 

time and the duration time of each program in our problem is the same as the duration time of its 

corresponding job in the multiprocessor scheduling problem we conclude that the jobs in the 

multiprocessor scheduling problem can be processed by the deadline K, i.e. the answer to the 

multiprocessor scheduling problem is yes, too.  

By choosing a sufficiently small value for ε  the desired value for each criterion in the months 1, 2, 

…, K-1 is zero, in month K is almost zero, and in month K+1 is 1. So, regardless of the order of 

programs, if all programs are implemented by the end of month K then 0=TotalG . It can be deduced 

from the last statement that if the answer to our decision problem is no then it is not possible to 

implement all  programs by the end of month K. This implies that the jobs in the multiprocessor 

scheduling problem cannot be processed by the deadline K; hence, the answer to the multiprocessor 

scheduling problem is no, too.   
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3.3. The heuristic algorithm 

Our heuristic algorithm is a greedy algorithm, i.e. at each stage it chooses the locally optimal decision. 

The locally optimal decision at each stage is the program p whose implementation yields the minimum 

weighted gaps from the current stage till month T. Each stage is the first possible month to implement 

a new program. After determining the optimal program at each stage we modify the desired values of 

all criteria. We continue till all programs are scheduled. We start from the first month and determine 

the most appropriate program. Since at each discrete time t at most two programs are allowed to be 

implemented we can calculate the future weighted gaps incurred by implementation of each twin 

combination of the programs. So, if programs p and q are selected to be implemented from the first 

month then the future weighted gaps are estimated as,  

∑∑
= =

=====
C

c

T

t
qpccqpqp xxtgtwxxG

1 1
, )1,1|)().(()1,1|(                                                                        (14) 

where 

)}1,1|)(()(,0max{)1,1|)(( ==−=== qpccqpc xxtytyxxtg                                                                (15) 

1)|)(()1|)(()1,1|)(( =+==== qpcppcqpc xtyxtyxxty                                                                       (16) 

 

The last equality is based upon the assumption that each program p improves each criterion c 

independent of other programs. Logically, the pair (p,q) with the minimum qpG ,  should be selected for 

implementation from the first month. Then, the desired values for each criterion and at each month 

should be modified by subtracting the )(tgc  from the initial desired values )(tyc . 

)},|)(()(,0max{)()2(
qpccc xxtgtyty −=                                                                                                 (17) 

 

Now, in the second iteration, the earliest possible month to start the next program is, 

}1,1min{)2(
qp ddt ++=                                                                                                                       (18) 

where p and q are the programs started from the first month. Among the unscheduled programs we 

determine a program the implementation of which from month )2(t  incurs the minimum future 

weighted gaps.    

∑∑
= =

===
C

c

T

t
pccpp txtgtwtxG

1 1

)2()2( )|)().(()|(                                                                                       (19) 

where 

)}|)(()(,0max{)|)(( )2()2()2( txtytytxtg pccpc =−==                                                                           (20) 

)|)(()|)(( )2()2( txtytxty ppcpc ===                                                                                                     (21) 
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We continue this procedure until all training programs are scheduled. The proposed heuristic 

algorithm is as follows. 

 

Begin: 

Step 0 (initialization): 

1=r : iteration 

},...,2,1{ PU = : the set of unscheduled programs 

φ=L : the set of last scheduled programs 

φ=S : the set of all scheduled programs 

1)1( =t                                                                                                                                                    (22) 

TtCctyty cc ,...,2,1    ,...,2,1    )()()1( ===                                                                                             (23) 

 

Step 1 (schedule two programs): 

TttUpCc

Tdtta

dttt
d

tt
a

tt

txty

r

p
r

pc

p
rr

p

r

pc

r

r
ppc

,...,        ,...,2,1

,...,                            

1,...,      )
5.0

(

1,...,2,1                              0

)|)((

)(

)(

)()(
)(

)(

)(

=∈∀=













+=

−+=−+
−=

==
                                                          (24) 

TttqpUqpCc

txtytxtytxtxty
r

r
qpc

r
ppc

r
q

r
pc

,...,        ,    ,...,2,1

)|)(()|)((),|)((
)(

)()()()(

=≠∈∀=

=+====
                                                         (25) 

TttqpUqpCc

txtxtytytxtxtg
r

r
q

r
pc

r
c

r
q

r
pc

,...,        ,    ,...,2,1

)},|)(()(,0max{),|)((
)(

)()()()()(

=≠∈∀=

==−===
                                               (26) 
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C
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T
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q

r
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r
q

r
pqp

r

≠∈∀===== ∑∑
= =

    ,    ),|)().((),|(
1

)()()()(
,

)(

                         (27) 

})    ,    ),|arg(min{( )()(
, qpUqptxtxGL r

q
r

pqp ≠∈∀===                                                                (28) 

L contains the two indices of the unscheduled programs which incur the minimum future weighted 

gap.   

TttCcLqptxtxtgtg rr
q

r
pc

r
c ,...,    ,...,2,1    ,    ),|)(()( )()()()( ==∈===                                             (29) 

Lqptxx r
qp ∈== ,    )(                                                                                                                         (30) 

Go to Step 3. 

 

Step 2 (schedule one program): 
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                                                          (31) 
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ppc
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,...,        ,...,2,1

)|)(()|)((
)(

)()(

=∈∀=

===
                                                                                                    (32) 

TttUpCc

txtytytxtg
r

r
pc

r
c

r
pc

,...,        ,...,2,1

)}|)(()(,0max{)|)((
)(

)()()(

=∈∀=

=−==
                                                                          (33) 

UptxtgtwtxG
C

c

T

tt

r
pcc

r
pp

r

∈∀=== ∑∑
= =

    )|)().(()|(
1

)()(

)(

                                                                      (34) 

})    )|arg(min{( )( UptxGL r
pp ∈∀==                                                                                                (35) 

L contains the index of an unscheduled program which incurs the minimum future weighted gap.   

TttCcLptxtgtg rr
pc

r
c ,...,    ,...,2,1        )|)(()( )()()( ==∈==                                                            (36) 

Lptx r
p ∈=     )(                                                                                                                                    (37) 

Go to Step 3. 

 

Step 3 (check the termination condition): 

1+= rr , LUU −= , LSS ∪=  

If 0|| =U  then stop; otherwise, go to Step 4. 

||U  shows the cardinality of the set U. 

 

Step 4 (update parameters): 

TttdxtxSptN ppp ,...,2,1    |}  and  |{|)( =≥+≤∈=                                                                          (38) 

|{.}|  shows the cardinality of the set {.}. So, )(tN  indicates the number of programs which are being 

implemented in month t. 

}1)(|,...,2,1min{)( ≤== tNTtt r                                                                                                    (39) 

TttCctgtyty rr
c

r
c

r
c ,...,    ,...,2,1    )}()(,0max{)( )()1()1()( ==−= −−                                                          (40) 

If 2|| ≥U  and 0)( )( =rtN  then go to Step 1; otherwise, go to Step 2. 

End. 

 

4. An equivalent job scheduling problem 

Job scheduling is one of the most active research fields in operations management. In general, job 

scheduling means to assign jobs to machines in order to complete jobs under the existing constraints. 
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Many job scheduling problems are NP-Complete, and usually heuristics and meta-heuristics are 

developed to solve this problem. Like the course scheduling problem, many variants of the job 

scheduling problem have been investigated in the literature (Blazewicz et al., 1996). In some 

manufacturing systems we might face job scheduling problems that look like the problem stated in this 

paper. Consider a workshop where C types of products are constructed (in our problem C is the 

number of criteria). Each product consists of at most P different part types (in our problem P is the 

number of programs). In other words, exactly P different part types are manufactured in the workshop 

and each product consists of all or some of these parts. Suppose that there are 2 parallel machines (in 

our problem at most 2 programs can be implemented simultaneously), and at any time only one part 

type can be manufactured on each machine. Each part type might need some setup time but we can 

easily add its setup time to its processing time. The processing time of each part type p is equivalent to 

the duration time of implementing each program p in our problem, pd . Unlike many job scheduling 

problems, the objective function might be associated with schedule length or mean flow time or due 

date of the products (in our problem criteria) rather than schedule length or mean flow time or due 

date of the parts (in our problem programs). Moreover, each product has an importance cw  (in our 

problem the weight of each criterion) which can be independent of time. For example, there might 

exist a due date to complete each product. Each part type p completes each product c to some extent 

pca . If product c is completed before its due date then we face inventory costs, whereas if it is 

completed after its due date then we face shortage costs. So, both kinds of gaps are undesirable, and 

we are going to minimize the total inventory as well as shortage costs of all products. By using the 

formulated optimization problem and the proposed heuristic algorithm we can solve such scheduling 

problems in manufacturing systems.        

 

5. A real-life numerical example 

This section provides a real-life numerical example to show the implementation of the proposed 

heuristic algorithm. As mentioned before, the parameters of the optimization model are 0
ct , max

ct , pca , 

)(twc , and pd . Tables 2-5 show the values of these parameters obtained based on the experts’ 

opinions from 15 incubators. 

Table 2. The percentage of fulfillment of criterion c after implementation of training program p, pca . 

p/c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 
2 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 
3 0.1 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 
4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
5 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.2 
7 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.1 
8 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 
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Table 3. The first point with a positive desired value and the first point with the maximum desired 

value for each criterion. 

c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0
ct  0 0 6 3 9 0 0 0 4 

max
ct  3 4 8 15 14 8 6 8 18 

 

Table 4. The weight of criterion c at time t, )(twc . 

t/c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.47 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.03 
3 0.31 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.04 
4 0.24 0.26 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.11 0.05 
5 0.20 0.22 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.06 
6 0.16 0.19 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.07 
7 0.14 0.15 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.07 
8 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.08 
9 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.09 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.08 
10 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.09 
11 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.10 
12 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.11 
13 0.07 0.06 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.12 
14 0.06 0.05 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.13 
15 0.06 0.04 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.14 
16 0.06 0.03 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.15 
17 0.05 0.01 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.08 0.10 0.16 0.16 
18 0.05 0.00 0.11 0.17 0.17 0.07 0.09 0.17 0.17 
19 0.05 0.00 0.11 0.17 0.16 0.07 0.08 0.16 0.20 
20 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.16 0.24 
21 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.28 
22 0.04 0.00 0.08 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.13 0.38 
23 0.03 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.55 
24 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.80 

 

Table 5. Duration of training program p (month). 

p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

pd  5 4 3 2 3 3 5 5 

 

Before starting the heuristic algorithm, we can easily calculate the desired value of each criterion c at 

each time t, using Eq. (12). In the first iteration we obtain the incurred weighted undesirable gaps for 

each pair of programs as indicated in the upper part of Table 6. In this table, letter s refers to the 

scheduled programs.  
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Table 6. The incurred weighted sum of weighted undesirable gaps in each iteration. 

Iter. Gap p/q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 )1(
,qpG  

1 ----- 13.65 17.05 17.25 16.39 16.75 16.18 16.72 

2 ----- ----- 13.75 13.97 13.30 13.57 12.88 13.45 

3 ----- ----- ----- 17.34 16.48 16.85 16.27 16.81 

4 ----- ----- ----- ----- 16.82 17.04 16.48 17.05 

5 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 16.16 15.61 16.15 

6 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 15.98 16.69 

7 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 15.99 

8 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 
2 )2(

qG   9.80 s 9.39 9.53 9.10 9.32 s 9.19 
3 )3(

qG   7.60 s 7.07 7.44 s 7.04 s 6.85 
4 )4(

qG   5.28 s 4.76 5.00 s 5.05 s s 

5 )5(
,qpG  

1 ----- s s 2.01 s 2.36 s s 

4 ----- s s ----- s 1.81 s s 

6 ----- s s ----- s ----- s s 
6 )6(

qG   1.07 s s s s s s s 

 

Since 88.12)1(
7,2 =G  is the minimum value in iteration 1 we choose programs 2 and 7 as the first two 

programs which should be implemented. So,  

}7,2{=L , }8,6,5,4,3,1{=U , }7,2{=S , 172 == xx , 5)2( =t . 

The new desired values for each criterion are calculated in step 4 of the algorithm.  Then, the new 

incurred gaps from month 5)2( =t  on are calculated for each program in the set of unscheduled 

programs U. These gaps for iteration 2 have been shown in its corresponding row in Table 6. Since 

10.9)2(
5 =G  is the minimum value we choose program 5 as the training program which should be 

implemented as the third program. So,  

}5{=L , }8,6,4,3,1{=U , }5,7,2{=S , 55 =x , 6)3( =t . 

The results of the next iterations have been presented in their corresponding rows in Table 6. Note that 

in iteration 5 we need to choose two programs because programs 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8 have been completed 

before month 11)5( =t . This implies that in month 11 we can start two programs rather than only one 

program. By implementation of the proposed heuristic algorithm we obtain the final solution as 

indicated in Table 7. Moreover, Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of the final solution. 

 

Table 7. Values of the decision variables for the numerical example. 

p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

px  13 1 8 11 5 11 1 6 
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Month 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
2 2 2 2                           
7 7 7 7 7                         
        5 5 5                     
          8 8 8 8 8               
              3 3 3               
                    4 4           
                    6 6 6         
                        1 1 1 1 1 

 

Fig. 4. Schedule of the training programs for the numerical example. 

 

The value of the objective function (the sum of the weighted undesirable gaps) for the presented 

solution in Fig. 4 is 4.51. The final solution can be considered as a schedule for training programs in 

incubators in which special attention has been paid to the SMEs’ requirements. Even though the 

parameters, criteria, and training programs might change, the structure of the optimization model and 

the proposed heuristic algorithm do not change. So, they remain valid for different training programs 

and criteria.   

 

In order to compare the value of the objective function obtained by the heuristic algorithm, we address 

two well-known methods which are often used in incubators. The first usual simple method to 

schedule training programs in incubators is based upon the logic that longest training programs should 

be implemented as soon as possible. To this end, pd 's of the programs are sorted in non-increasing 

order. The programs associated with the two greatest pd 's are scheduled from the first month. Then, 

the program associated with the third greatest pd  is scheduled, and we continue till all programs are 

scheduled. By this method, the programs are scheduled in the following order: 1, 7, 8, 2, 3, 5, 6, 4. As 

a result, the start times of programs 1 to 8 are 1, 6, 10, 14, 11, 13, 1, 6, respectively. The sum of the 

weighted undesirable gaps for such scheduling is 5.63 which is 5.63-4.51=1.12 units worse than the 

corresponding value obtained by implementation of the heuristic algorithm.  

The second method specifies the set of those criteria for which the desired value must be achieved 

very early (earliest criteria). Then, the training programs are sorted according to their impact to 

improve these criteria. In other words, we first specify the set of those criteria with the smallest value 

0
pt ; let us call this set A. Then, we sort the programs in a non-increasing order of the summation of 

their impacts to improve the existing programs in A, i.e. in non-increasing order of ∑
∈Ac

pca . So, the two 

programs with the biggest values of  ∑
∈Ac

pca  are scheduled first. By this method, the programs are 
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scheduled in the following order: 2, 7, 1, 6, 8, 3, 5, 4. As a result, the start times of programs 1 to 8 are 

5, 1, 10, 14, 13, 6, 1, 9, respectively. The sum of the weighted undesirable gaps for such scheduling is 

4.60 which is 4.60-4.51=0.09 unit worse than the corresponding value obtained by implementation of 

the heuristic algorithm. 

 

We can calculate a lower bound for the objective function by letting all programs start from the first 

month. If we relax (neglect) the constraints in Eqs. (9)-(10) the best value of the objective function is 

obtained by starting all programs as soon as possible, i.e. from the first month. This is due to the fact 

that )(typc  is a non-increasing function of px . This means that the greatest value of )(typc  is gained 

when px  takes its smallest value, i.e. 1. By having the greatest values of )(typc  we obtain the greatest 

values of )(tyc  according to Eq. (5) and consequently the smallest values for undesirable gaps )(tgc  

according to Eq. (4). Such assignment leads to the value 1.77 as the sum of the weighted undesirable 

gaps which can be considered as a lower bound. Another lower bound is obtained if we relax the 

integrality of integer variables in the problem formulated in Section 2. By such relaxation we obtain 

3.82 for the sum of the weighted undesirable gaps, which is obviously a stronger lower bound. Table 8 

shows the weighted sum of the undesirable gaps for the heuristic algorithm, two other mentioned 

methods, and the lower bound. 

 

Table 8. The weighted sum of undesirable gaps for different methods. 

Heuristic algorithm Scheduling length Earliest criteria Lower bound (LP relaxation) 

4.51 5.63 4.60 3.82 

 

 

6. Conclusions and future studies 

We have discussed the construction of an optimization model to determine the most suitable times to 

implement training programs in incubators. This model is based on the idea that each training program 

is able to enhance, to some extent, the criteria by which the performance of an SME is evaluated. The 

weaknesses of the optimization model about modeling and computations have been briefly discussed.  

In order to resolve these two weaknesses we have discretized the time and proposed a heuristic 

method, respectively. Since our problem is NP-Complete it is worth to develop a heuristic method to 

find the final solution. A real-life numerical example based on the experts’ opinions has been 

presented to show the implementation of the proposed heuristic. The numerical results of the proposed 

heuristic have been compared with other methods in order to demonstrate its efficiency. These 

comparisons show that the proposed heuristic performs better than two other methods, and its value of 

the objective function is not too far from the lower bound of the objective function. As one of the 

future studies, duration times of the training programs can be considered as decision variables. We 
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might be able to consider duration time of each program as a non-increasing function of the length of 

the time slots on each day during which the program is implemented. In this case, the number of 

programs which can be simultaneously implemented will depend on the maximum hours per day that 

each SME can spend for the training programs. Another interesting topic for future research is 

adjusting the proposed optimization model and heuristic algorithm to fit with the job scheduling 

problem discussed at the end of Section 3. 
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